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Identifier? The Identifier? The namesnames of pharaohs…of pharaohs…
“…“…were important from the earliest were important from the earliest 
times through the end of ancient times through the end of ancient 
Egyptian history, frequently offering Egyptian history, frequently offering 
clues to their personalityclues to their personality, the , the periodperiod in in 
which they lived and particularly, the which they lived and particularly, the 
godsgods that they most worshipped…”that they most worshipped…”
“…At times, some of the naming “…At times, some of the naming 
techniques of the ancient Egyptians techniques of the ancient Egyptians 
could also lead to could also lead to considerable considerable 
confusionconfusion. This is obvious among . This is obvious among 
some kings, who had a some kings, who had a number of number of 
different namesdifferent names, but at times also , but at times also 
changed their names, particularly changed their names, particularly 
when they inherited or otherwise when they inherited or otherwise 
ascended to the throne of Egypt. ascended to the throne of Egypt. 
Furthermore, some individuals seem Furthermore, some individuals seem 
to possibly have had to possibly have had different names different names 
in different partsin different parts of Egypt…”  of Egypt…”  

http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/names.htm



Identifiers Identifiers –– more practicallymore practically

Identifiers are here to help Identifiers are here to help 
sharing and integration in sharing and integration in 
our domains. Fine, but:our domains. Fine, but:

““The sharing is an attitudeThe sharing is an attitude””
Unless one wants to share Unless one wants to share 
data, the common/universal data, the common/universal 
identifiers cannot help muchidentifiers cannot help much

http://www.gorillaspeak.com/images/sharing.jpg

http://www.3dgo.org/sharing.jpg



LSID LSID -- The golden rulesThe golden rules
(even before we start to introduce LSIDs)(even before we start to introduce LSIDs)

The data with the same LSID never The data with the same LSID never 
changeschanges

they may cease to exist but the same LSID they may cease to exist but the same LSID 
cannot be reused for anything else cannot be reused for anything else 

An LSID is location independentAn LSID is location independent
when data moves its LSID stays the samewhen data moves its LSID stays the same

LSID is not only syntax but also an API LSID is not only syntax but also an API 
how to get data identified by this LSIDhow to get data identified by this LSID

…and not only getting data but also metadata…and not only getting data but also metadata



History & AcknowledgementHistory & Acknowledgement
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concentration on early implementationconcentration on early implementation

IBM implemented itIBM implemented it
main and first use case: PDBmain and first use case: PDB

OMG standardized itOMG standardized it
based on a joint submission of IBM, EBI and based on a joint submission of IBM, EBI and 
I3CI3C

People started to use itPeople started to use it
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AvailabilityAvailability
SpecificationSpecification

http://www.omg.org/cgihttp://www.omg.org/cgi--bin/doc?dtc/04bin/doc?dtc/04--0505--0101
http://www.omg.org/cgihttp://www.omg.org/cgi--bin/doc?dtc/04bin/doc?dtc/04--0505--0202
(recently about 14 [minor] issues corrected; the (recently about 14 [minor] issues corrected; the 
final available specification will get new final available specification will get new 
document numbers in September 2004)document numbers in September 2004)

Reference implementation (by IBM, for Java Reference implementation (by IBM, for Java 
and and PerlPerl))

http://wwwhttp://www--
124.ibm.com/developerworks/oss/lsid/124.ibm.com/developerworks/oss/lsid/



Three basic partsThree basic parts

LSID SyntaxLSID Syntax
how to name uniquely data entitieshow to name uniquely data entities

LSID Resolution ServiceLSID Resolution Service
how to get (to) data entity from its LSIDhow to get (to) data entity from its LSID
subpart:subpart: how to find how to find thethe LSID Resolution LSID Resolution 
ServiceService

LSID Assigning ServiceLSID Assigning Service
how to invent LSIDs for new data entitieshow to invent LSIDs for new data entities



LSID SyntaxLSID Syntax
ExamplesExamples

URN:LSID::ebi.ac.uk:SWISSURN:LSID::ebi.ac.uk:SWISS--PROT.accession:P34355:3PROT.accession:P34355:3
URN:LSID:rcsb.org:PDB:1D4X:22URN:LSID:rcsb.org:PDB:1D4X:22
URN:LSID:ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:GenBank.accession:NT_001063:2  URN:LSID:ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:GenBank.accession:NT_001063:2  

Parts:Parts:
authority:namespace:object[:revisionauthority:namespace:object[:revision]]

Notes:Notes:
An LSID usually represents a piece of data, but it is allowed toAn LSID usually represents a piece of data, but it is allowed to
have LSIDs representing an abstract entities or conceptshave LSIDs representing an abstract entities or concepts

If an LSID represents real data, the LSID Resolution service musIf an LSID represents real data, the LSID Resolution service must t 
resolve always the same set of bytes representing such dataresolve always the same set of bytes representing such data
If an LSID represents an abstract entity the LSID resolution serIf an LSID represents an abstract entity the LSID resolution service vice 
must always resolve an empty result must always resolve an empty result 



LSID APILSID API



What technologies is that API for?What technologies is that API for?

Pure Java APIPure Java API
Web ServicesWeb Services

using SOAP over HTTPusing SOAP over HTTP
using pure HTTP GETusing pure HTTP GET
using FTPusing FTP
all of these are real web all of these are real web 
services APIs services APIs –– having their having their 
own WSDL descriptionsown WSDL descriptions



How to find an appropriate LSID How to find an appropriate LSID 
Resolution Service from an LSID?Resolution Service from an LSID?

LSID Resolution Service is well advertised LSID Resolution Service is well advertised 
with the correct endpoint (URL, …)with the correct endpoint (URL, …)

usually the same resolution service works for a collection of dausually the same resolution service works for a collection of data ta 
entities from the same repositoryentities from the same repository

If the “authority” field in the LSID is a If the “authority” field in the LSID is a 
domain name, a DDDS/DNS resolution domain name, a DDDS/DNS resolution 
service can be used to find the LSID service can be used to find the LSID 
Resolution ServiceResolution Service

DDDS = Dynamic Delegation Discovery SystemDDDS = Dynamic Delegation Discovery System

Use “LSID Resolution Discovery Service” Use “LSID Resolution Discovery Service” 
APIAPI

getLSIDResolutionServices(LSIDgetLSIDResolutionServices(LSID))

or

or



Major discussion topics: Major discussion topics: attributesattributes

How many data attributes to include in an How many data attributes to include in an 
identifier?identifier?

e.g. should be a data format a part of an e.g. should be a data format a part of an 
identifieridentifier

http://sequence.org/dna/v00808/fastahttp://sequence.org/dna/v00808/fasta

finally, only version remained in LSIDfinally, only version remained in LSID
not always easy to implement it…but it is AGT (“A not always easy to implement it…but it is AGT (“A 
Good Thing”)Good Thing”)
treat everything else as “metadata”treat everything else as “metadata”



Major discussion topics: Major discussion topics: locationlocation

LSIDs are location independentLSIDs are location independent
If we use URLs instead we could use more If we use URLs instead we could use more 
existing software (browsers, HTTP existing software (browsers, HTTP 
libraries,…) libraries,…) –– so to get to data may be easierso to get to data may be easier
But we could not move data and still be sure But we could not move data and still be sure 
that they are the samethat they are the same

and the software libraries for accessing data are and the software libraries for accessing data are 
available (e.g. a plugavailable (e.g. a plug--in into IE so an LSID can be in into IE so an LSID can be 
resolve as any other URL using browser’s address resolve as any other URL using browser’s address 
bar)bar)



Major discussion topics: Major discussion topics: LSIDs for LSIDs for 
conceptsconcepts

Data returned by an LSID never change Data returned by an LSID never change ––
so they must be in a particular formatso they must be in a particular format
But we can use an LSID to identify a But we can use an LSID to identify a 
“concept” “concept” –– represented by any data represented by any data 
format. Then:format. Then:

a call to a call to getDatagetData()() returns nothing…returns nothing…
…and a call to …and a call to getMetadatagetMetadata()() may give you may give you 
LSIDs of various concrete formats for the LSIDs of various concrete formats for the 
same data “concept”same data “concept”



Major myths: Major myths: Metadata are Metadata are 
underspecifiedunderspecified

Well, it’s not a myth, it’s trueWell, it’s not a myth, it’s true
The metadata format was considered “out of scope” The metadata format was considered “out of scope” 
of the LSID specification of the LSID specification –– because we would never because we would never 
completely agree on themcompletely agree on them
But the specification has methods to find what But the specification has methods to find what 
metadata formats are used by each metadata metadata formats are used by each metadata 
providerprovider
And, the format of metadata is not “And, the format of metadata is not “deuxdeux ex ex machinamachina” ” 
anyway anyway –– unless we agreed on unless we agreed on ontologiesontologies of of 
metadata predicatesmetadata predicates

And (paraphrasing Phillip Lord): “The And (paraphrasing Phillip Lord): “The ontologiesontologies can save can save 
the world only if the word agrees on sharing them”the world only if the word agrees on sharing them”



Major Myths: Major Myths: I need to change my I need to change my 
database schema to use LSIDsdatabase schema to use LSIDs

No, you don’t (unless you want)No, you don’t (unless you want)
LSID is also an implementation of a software LSID is also an implementation of a software 
layer (called “Resolution service”) that can layer (called “Resolution service”) that can 
map your DB records to the LSIDsmap your DB records to the LSIDs
A difficult part is to keep the same LSIDs if A difficult part is to keep the same LSIDs if 
your data are changing (versions)your data are changing (versions)

But this is a general database problem, not a new But this is a general database problem, not a new 
one introduced by LSIDsone introduced by LSIDs
And it is AGT And it is AGT –– to have the same identifier for the to have the same identifier for the 
same data, for eversame data, for ever



Major Myths: Major Myths: I cannot get the latest I cannot get the latest 
data using the same LSIDdata using the same LSID

Yes, you can Yes, you can –– using metadatausing metadata
an LSID can identify “a concept”an LSID can identify “a concept”

…meaning: it does not return any real data…meaning: it does not return any real data
the same LSID may return metadata that can the same LSID may return metadata that can 
include another LSID pointing to the “latest” include another LSID pointing to the “latest” 
datadata

…and this LSID can change every time you have …and this LSID can change every time you have 
a new versiona new version
…there are already several projects doing this, …there are already several projects doing this, 
using predicate “latest”, so I assume that a clientusing predicate “latest”, so I assume that a client--
side library will soon appear to help the othersside library will soon appear to help the others



Major Myths: Major Myths: LSIDs are opaqueLSIDs are opaque

Well, it’s not a myth, it’s trueWell, it’s not a myth, it’s true
The clients should always work with the whole The clients should always work with the whole 
LSID, and not to assume anything about data LSID, and not to assume anything about data 
before they get the databefore they get the data
But service providers can “hide” into LSID But service providers can “hide” into LSID 
useful information that can help to map it back useful information that can help to map it back 
to their databasesto their databases

the API for LSID Assigning Service helps herethe API for LSID Assigning Service helps here
And if a service provider wants to tell more And if a service provider wants to tell more 
about the data, there are always metadata about the data, there are always metadata 



Major Myths: Major Myths: LSIDs are domain LSIDs are domain 
specificspecific

It’s a typical mythIt’s a typical myth
LSID are general…LSID are general…
…but are named “Life Sciences”…but are named “Life Sciences”

historically, it was their first namehistorically, it was their first name
practically, it was easier to standardizepractically, it was easier to standardize



Finally, who is using LSIDsFinally, who is using LSIDs

Examples of the projects and sites I am aware of:Examples of the projects and sites I am aware of:
myGridmyGrid ((TavernaTaverna workbench, workflow repository,…)workbench, workflow repository,…)
BioMobyBioMoby
Broad Institute, Cambridge, MABroad Institute, Cambridge, MA
several universities (Toronto, Vermont, Tufts, Harvard several universities (Toronto, Vermont, Tufts, Harvard ––
for astronomy, Wisconsin)for astronomy, Wisconsin)
The Genome Database (GDB)The Genome Database (GDB)
IBM is adding supports for LSIDs in their products (e.g. IBM is adding supports for LSIDs in their products (e.g. 
InsightLinkInsightLink Annotation)Annotation)
……


